Tuning of the ultra slow muon beamline by utilizing
ionized hydrogen
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The ultra-slow muon beam is expected to be a new probe for surface and interface physics. A
new beamline for the ultra-slow muon is now under construction at the J-PARC. Before
transporting ultra-slow muons through the transport system, we tuned the system utilizing laser
ionized hydrogen ions as ultra-slow beam. We successfully transported ions to the end of the
beam line. Optimization of the beam transport system is in progress to be ready for generating
the ultra-slow muon beam.
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Introduction

The Ultra-Slow Muon Transport System
The new beam line, called the U-Line, has been installed in the Materials and Life Science
Experimental Facility (MLF) of the J-PARC. A schematic view of the U-Line is shown in Fig. 1
(left). The muons are produced by the 3 GeV proton beam hitting a muon production target
consist of graphite. The repetition rate of the proton beam is 25 Hz. Each proton pulse consist of
two bunches separated by 600 ns. One bunch has a full width of 100-120 ns. The produced
muons, especially surface muons (~4 MeV) are captured and transported mainly by magnetic
field of solenoids. The large solid angle of acceptance can be attained with use of MIC Capture
Solenoid. Wide special and momentum acceptance, which comes from large bore and high
magnetic fields of solenoids, allows us to extract high intensity muon beam to the experimental
hall [4]. The layout of the new ultra-slow muon transport system is shown in Fig. 1 (Right). The
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Muons are unique probe for both condensed matter physics and particle physics, especially
useful for investigating local magnetic fields in materials by using the muon spin rotation,
relaxation and resonance technique (μSR). The ultra-slow muon beam with small beam radius
and narrow energy spread is expected to extend the μSR from bulk materials to tiny or thin
samples, surfaces, and interfaces research. The first experiment for generating ultra-slow muon
beam was conducted at the Meson Science Laboratory of KEK in 1995 [1, 2]. Improved
experiment has been carried out at RIKEN-RAL [3]. A new beam line, which aiming the
thousands times higher intensity of ultra-slow muon beam than the intensities of previous beam
lines, is now under construction and commissioning at J-PARC.
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surface muon beam is stopped in a hot tungsten target and evaporate in to vacuum as muoniums.
The muoniums are ionized by pulsed laser and become the ultra-slow muon. A SOA lens, which
is located downstream of the tungsten target, extract and accelerate muons up to 30 keV. A series
of electric quadrupoles, magnetic bend, and electric bends transport muons to experimental area
[5]. Almost all of the components of the system has been installed [6]. One branch of the ultraslow muon beam line for re-accelerator experiments has not finished.

The tuning by utilizing laser ionized hydrogen

Summary
Installation of the ultra-slow muon beam line was almost completed at J-PARC. Laser
ionized hydrogen-ions as pilot beam were successfully transported to the ultra-slow µSR
chamber. The tuning is currently underway for the first ultra-slow muon beam at J-PARC.
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Fig. 2. Time of flight of the beam. Dots shows the results of measurements. Lines show calculated TOF
of muon, hydrogen-ion, and deuterium-ion.
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Before transporting ultra-slow muons through the transport system, we tuned the system
utilizing laser ionized hydrogens as ultra-slow beam. Hydrogen is the lightest atom and has only
one electron. So, it is close to muonium. Hydrogens are contained in residual gases as
molecules. On the surface of the hot tungsten target, single hydrogen atoms are produced from
the hydrogen molecules. Then hydrogen atoms diffuse in to vacuum. Ionization lasers are
injected into the downstream of the tungsten target, and ionize the hydrogen atoms as is the case
of the muons.
Laser ionized hydrogens are successfully transported to the µSR chamber, which is an end
of beamline. Micro Channel Plates (ROENDEC DLD40) are inserted into beamline to measure
the rate of particles. The measured time of flight (TOF) between the laser injections and the
particle detections are shown in Fig. 2. The measured TOF agrees with calculated TOF of
hydrogen ion. The tuning by utilizing laser ionized hydrogen is currently underway.
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